VEHICLE INSPECTION POLICY

YayYo and its subsidiaries, Savy and RideYayYo hold safety as the number
one priority, and such safety includes a thorough check of a vehicle’s
func<on and safety features before a Driver may use such vehicle while
using the YayYo Pla@orm. A Driver may only use the YayYo Pla@orm with a
vehicle that has been approved and registered with Savy or RideYayYo, as
the case may be.
The California Public U<li<es Commission (“CPUC”) requires that a Driver’s
vehicle pass a vehicle inspec<on conducted at a licensed Bureau of
Automo<ve Repair (“BAR”) Facility. Drivers’ vehicles must pass a mul<point inspec<on that meets or exceeds CPUC requirements.
A vehicle’s failure to pass any of the inspec<on points will result in
disqualiﬁca<on of the vehicle. The pass or failure of each item is subject to
the inspec<on, observa<on and expressed opinion of a licensed BAR
Facility. Driver must upload a picture of the completed Vehicle Inspec<on
form or other evidence the vehicle has complied with the CPUC inspec<on
requirements to their account by logging into their driver account on the
YayYo website.
A Driver’s vehicle must be a model no older than 10 years old and
maintain mileage not exceeding 150,000. This policy may change from
<me to <me in YayYo’s sole discre<on.
Drivers with clean vehicles tend to receive op<mal <ps and maintain good
driver ra<ngs. Savy therefore encourages Drivers to keep their vehicles
clean at all <mes
In the event of an accident, a Driver must have her vehicle recer<ﬁed
through the mul<-point Inspec<on. In addi<on, the CPUC requires that
Driver must obtain a BAR Mul<-Point Vehicle Inspec<on each 50,000 miles
driver every 12 months on the vehicle, whichever is sooner. Evidence of
this inspec<on must be uploaded to your YayYo account to remain ac<ve
as a Driver on the pla@orm.

